At Natuzzi we
dream of a more
comfortable world.
Call it our passion to
make you feel better.
a chair just doesn’t
sit there; it has a
presence that says
something about you.
The Re – vive chair is
designed to move
with you, and for
you to be moved.

mr. pasquale natuzzi

Chairman and Chief Designer
Natuzzi Group
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a
new
movement
in
comfort
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re – cline

We don’t sit still even when we
are relaxing. We move from one
activity to the next, between states
of work and play, we even move
when we are at rest. Traditional
recliners are operated with lever
mechanisms. We set out to change
that – to design a recliner that
would offer complete support
as well as intuitively respond to

movement, to deliver a new kind
of comfort. Re-vive moves as you
move. It flexes as you change
position, responding to what you
do naturally. Its unique technology
provides a seamless transition
between positions, removing
the stress and strain of manual
adjustment as well as providing
a gentle dynamic rocking action.
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re – lax

Taking time to reflect, relax
and recharge is essential. Our
goal was to develop a recliner
that promoted health and well
being through total support and
unparalleled comfort. Relaxation is
physical as well as mental. Part of
the process is the transition from
standing to sitting, to reclining.

We set out to make this process as
fluid and as comfortable as possible.
Re-vive creates physical pause.
It delivers ergonomic support in
seated as well as partial and full
recline positions. Elongating the
body horizontally assists blood
and oxygen flow to encourage
total relaxation and aid recovery.
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re – vive

If support and comfort are essential,
so too is form, finish and timeless
design. Where you choose to relax
is personal. We have developed
a unique support technology
presented in different ways to
match different design styles.

Re-vive is tailored to individual fit
and finish preferences. Re-vive is
available in three different leather
upholstery styles, two sizes and
multiple color options. Re-vive
is designed to compliment your
favorite place to relax.
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two sizes
three styles
many
colors
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step 1:
choose a size
queen
33“ / 84cm

44“ / 113cm

30“ / 77cm

42.5” / 108cm

king
35.5“ / 90cm

45“ / 115cm

31“ / 79cm

45” / 114cm

The chair co mes in two sizes
to fit all shapes and weights

Re-vive comes in Queen or King size and
is designed to position you perfectly in full
recline for optimal breathing with open chest
and relaxed diaphragm. Your feet are elevated
for best circulation and relaxation and your
head is comfortably supported at all times.
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step 2:
choose a style

quilted

tailored

Re – vive co mes in three models

The Re-vive recliner comes in three different
styles designed by Natuzzi in Italy and crafted
in quality leather, with tailored features such
as the arm detailing. This Re-vive recliner is
built to last like all Natuzzi leather products
and has been put through over 200 individual
component tests for quality. It comes with a 5
year warranty on the mechanism and a 2 year
warranty on the leather covering.
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linear

step 3:
choose a base finish

matt white

matt black
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matt brow n

step 4:
choose a color

s u m m er w h i te

p earl grey

p ear l b lue

p earl fog

e v er g r een

p itch black

p ear l gol d

midnigh t blue

p e ar l taupe

deep brown

step 5:
add a sliding headrest
and rock lock

fine tuning

For optimized comfort, Re-vive has an optional
Sliding Headrest that adjusts to your individual
preference and a Rock Lock mechanism to lock
in the comfort. The final touch of luxury is the
Tilting Ottoman that comes with every chair.
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design features
1

3

6
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Respo n sive R e c lin e

L ive B ac k

Dy n am i c A rm s

Swi v e l B as e

Recline without adjusting
anything at all. Responsive
Recline uses a specialty
weight compensating
mechanism that provides a
natural reclining motion in
perfect balance. Seamless
transitions intuitively respond
to your posture changes,
letting you maintain maximum
comfort in any position.

Move without restrictions.
Live Back mimics your body,
encouraging both micro
and macro movement and
assisting blood and oxygen
flow. Live Back comprises
three different flex movements
– twist, lumbar and recline flex
that work in unison to deliver
fluid natural motion.

Hold your position. Dynamic
Arms feature live motion that
mimics your movement in any
position, sliding gently with
you as you change between
upright and recline, while
providing constant support.
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H ig h D e n sity Co re

7
Roc k lock
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Support your body’s
subconscious movements.
Experience weightlessness
through a light rocking
motion in both upright and
recline positions to release
the stresses of daily life.

Spread the load. A High
Density Core structure
provides strong, dynamic
support by naturally
spreading weight evenly
for ultimate comfort.
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T i lt i n g Ot to m an

( o pt i o n al )

Flu id Mot io n

Access from any angle.
The low profile Swivel Base
lets you get on and off the
recliner easily, across a full
360-degree movement.

Lock the motion. At certain
times and for certain tasks
you may want to lock out the
motion – with the squeeze of a
lever you can lock the rock at
the angle you choose.

Elevate and extend. The
Tilting Ottoman is designed
to follow your body’s lead,
tilting to your leg and foot
angle effortlessly and providing
responsive support while
aiding circulation.
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S l i d i n g H e ad re st
( o pt i o n al )

5
Co m fo rt Cu s h i o n

A compliant layer of cushion
forms naturally to the contours
of your body, supporting you
as you relax into the chair.

Rest easy. The Sliding Headrest
offers seamless adjustment
through a simple sliding
action to suit your posture and
preferred support position.
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all components of the
re – vive recliner have been
carefully considered to
ensure maximum quality.

unique innovation

The Re-vive recliner combines a series of
patents and design registrations (pending) to
deliver a new movement in comfort.
eco–friendly

The Re-vive recliner is not only sourced from
recycled materials where possible, but has
been designed to be highly recyclable at the
end of life.

strong & flexible

For the ultimate combination of flexibility and
strength, the spine is made from injection
molded polymer composite, while the major
shell components are made from injection
molded, flexing polymer.
smooth turn

Smooth and seamless rotation is delivered from
ground stainless steel bearing.

built to last

easy slide

Re-vive is manufactured using a combination of
durable materials and controlled manufacturing
processes to deliver a robust long life product.

For easy sliding without marking, the gliding feet
are made from ultra smooth, molded polymer.
tough coat

•

Structural base (chair + ottoman)
– High pressure diecast aluminium

•

Major components
– Injection moulded flexing polymer

•

Mechanism
– Powder coated pressed steel

Long life protection and reduced marking of
the main mechanism comes with a smooth
powder coat finish.
minimal components

•

Leather
– 1.2mm, medium grain Protecta Leather

•

Foam
– Multi-density polyurethane.

With only seven assemblies this chair is designed
for minimal failure and easy replacement.
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www.n atu zzi .co m / r evi ve

